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ABSTRACT 

In today slowly recovering economic environment, the 

industry sector and, due to low oil prices, Oil & Gas 

companies in particular, are facing ever-increasing 

demands for investment prioritization in electrical assets 

upgrade.  Installed base maybe several decades old and is 

often no longer supported by the original manufacturer, 

facing increasing reliability risks due to unavailable 

original spare parts and overall obsolescence. 
Furthermore, safety aspects in obsolete switchgears and 

operational procedures may be not fulfilling current 

expectations and industry standards.  

The paper addresses a retrofit installation example in a 

major petrochemical plant describing the design, type 

testing and installation process of original circuit breakers 

replacement. The result is an upgrade in switchgear 

features from the availability, interlocks and safety of 

operation standpoint. 

The new retrofit solutions are mechanically and 

electrically engineered to adapt to the existing switchgear, 
replacing phased-out circuit breakers by current 

production versions and enabling standardization across 

installed base and new swicthgear, thus providing a 

noticeable reliability and performances improvement. 

Spare parts from active production provides a long service 

life prospective. 

 

Monitoring & diagnostic of new circuit breaker operation 

and thermal monitoring enables critical equipment 

surveillance. Fleet dashboard provides KPIs about overall 

health condition, history trend and alerts in a complete 

cloud based solution. 

INTRODUCTION 

The petrochemical company owner of the asset discussed 

in the paper is an international integrated chemicals and 

energy company present in 32 countries, building and 

operating world-scale facilities to produce a range of high-

value product stream, including liquid fuels, chemicals and 

low-carbon electricity. 

It operates in South Africa, a commercial coal-based 

synthetic fuels manufacturing facility, producing synthesis 
gas, fuels and chemicals through coal gasification. 

Equipment reliability and personnel safety of operation are 

main targets driving the existing electrical infrastructure 

modernization process. 

SITE OPERATION MODERNIZATION 

STRATEGY 

The company site has a very large obsolete GEC installed 

base of several thousand medium voltage equipment from 

the beginning of the ’80. The substations in the large site 

area are operated on a 6.6kV network. Each substation 
consist of two redundant single busbar 7.2 kV panels with 

bulk oil vertical racking GEC ACO breakers for incomers, 

tie and feeder breakers and a majority of fixed pattern GEC 

STV contactors with fuses for motors and pumps 

operation. 

. 

 

Figure 1: Example substation equipment. Right busbar 

view with redundant tie breakers and right incomer, right 

side contactors. 

Replacement 

Due to age, lack of support from the original manufacturer 

and missing spare parts from several years the site runs 
modernization projects, replacing the complete switchgear 

in the existing building with a brand new one through a 

frame agreement with a major manufacturer.  

 

This solution provides the highest benefit in terms of 

functionality upgrade to state-of-the-art technology and 

long-term parts availability, aligning the electrical asset to 

latest international standard. 

 

The main drawback are complexity of such projects 

mainly due to operational constrains,  

- executed only during major plant shutdown in 
tight execution time frame 
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- requires the replacement of the complete 

switchgear line-up  

- impact on building, foundations and cable trench 

due to the size of new switchgear not aligned to 

the old one; 
- impact on cables and cable terminations; 

 

The number of full substation replacements per year is 

therefore limited and cannot fulfil alone the modernization 

needs of the plant. 

Retrofit 

In order to complement the plant modernization demands 

plant engineering services have identified a new, more 

flexible retrofit solution, enabling to replace required 

critical units without the above limitations. In particular 

those relevant to shutdown requirements are overcome, as 

contactor units can be upgraded to new design while the 

busbar is in operation, with no distress on the company 

process. 

The main benefits to plant operation and safety are: 
- new solution completely type tested in original 

switchgear; 

- contactor installation procedure is possible with 

live busbar, no shutdown is required; 

- converting both existing circuit breaker vertical 

racking designs and fixed contactor designs into 

horizontal racking operation with standard 

equipment, interchangeable to new switchgear; 

 

 

- motorized rack in/out equipment to operate from 

remote; 

- additional venting to switchgear rear to limit 

internal arc pressure; 

- removal of bulk oil fire hazard; 
- operation and temperature remote monitoring for 

condition based maintenance; 

- cable test and earthing trucks to enable grounding 

procedure consistent to original installed base. 

RETROFIT SOLUTION 

The retrofit solution presented [1] is an innovative hard-

bus retrofill design concept, making it easy to connect the 

new breaker to a wide range of existing panels through a 

standard frame interface, Fig. 2, item 7. It simplifies design 
and installation process by providing a viable solution for 

the majority of the installed base diversity. 

In particular, such retrofill can be the solution for 

switchgear designs from minor producers no longer on the 

market. Thanks to solution standardization it makes it 

possible to apply design verification extensions based on 

comparable type tested solution [2]. 

The adaptation system, supplied in a kit for site 

installation, allows a completely standard withdrawable 

switching device to be fitted to the original panel, both for 

horizontal draw-out and vertical lift breaker designs (Fig. 
2), thus being able to convert obsolete equipment into new 

horizontal draw-out breakers installations, as in the GEC 

equipment case. 

 

 

Figure 2: Innovative retrofill for horizontal draw-out and vertical lift original switchgear design components 
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Figure 3: GEC STV fixed contactor (A) and retrofill installation steps 

 

Design Features 

The novel design optimizes the number of standard parts 

(Fig.2, 4- 9), independently from the original panel design. 

It supports the design-to-order of the specific parts (Fig. 2, 

numbers 2, 3) interfacing directly to original switchgear 

disconnects to reconstruct the power circuit. Therefore it 

enables to solidly clamp onto the original disconnects, 

whatever size and shape, and to provide the new interface 

accepting the standard circuit breaker. The original 

switchgear disconnect hot spot becomes a solidly clamped 

termination, with a higher thermal and mechanical 

performance. The new bushing and cylindrical connection 
stud (Fig. 2, number 3) to the new circuit breaker is a 

standard interface and completely type tested over the 

applications range. 

Type tested 

A number of common designs for obsolete vertical lift and 

horizontal drawout panels have been fully type tested to 

qualify the solution according to IEC 62271-200 [3], 

China standard GB 3906 and IEEE C37.20.2, C39.59. 

The requirements envelope of these different standard 

ensures the solution is type tested and design verified at 

values exceeding each single standard required level and 

generally provides significant design margins on thermal, 

dielectric and short circuit dynamic forces performances. 

Because the majority of the retrofill solutions are common 

to different target original switchgear, it is possible to 
extend power testing type test certificates to new design 

cases. 

In the specific GEC equipment case, type tests on the 

original switchgear, made available from the 

petrochemical company warehouse, have been executed 

for the circuit breaker, fused contactor and cable test and 

earthing truck required according to latest IEC 62271-200 

standard and covering or exceeding original panel ratings 

values.  

GEC INSTALLED BASE MODERNIZATION 

STV fused contactor 

The original GEC STV is a fixed pattern fused contactor  

(fig.3, A) with a three positions line disconnector enabling 

to isolate and earth the contactor side and providing 

interlocks to door opening and contactor compartment 

access.  

The line disconnector is used during installation phase to 

provide safe access to original contactor compartment with 
live busbar, with no disruption of the switchgear operation. 

At installation completion, it is closed in connected to 

busbar position and blocked as the new retrofill frame and 

withdrawable fused contactor provides a full LSC2B with 

metal partition shutter segregation. Circuit isolation is 

provided by racking-out the withdrawable contactor in test 

position, behind the new closed door. 

Installation procedure 

Figure 3 shows, from left to right, the obsolete fixed GEC 

contactor (A), contactor panel stripped clean (B), new 

current transformers and metal basement (C), adaptation 

system with bushing installed (D), new frame hosting 

withdrawable fused contactor (E). 

ACO bulk oil circuit breaker 

The original GEC ACO is a bulk oil vertical raking circuit 

breaker (Fig. 4 A). 

The original vertical racking design requires open door 

racking and full PPE protection as the switchgear is not 

internal arc proof. Due to unit weight and equipment age 
the racking-in vertical process does not always provides 

operator with sensitivity of issues occurrence and cluster 

mechanical damage has been observed in field.  

 

The new retrofill frame and horizontal racking 

withdrawable vacuum circuit breaker provides a several 

benefits, starting from weight reduction to closed door 

racking operation and racking from remote motorization 

option.  
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Figure 4: Vertical racking GEC ACO (A) and retrofill installation steps 

 

Installation procedure 

A limited busbar shutdown is always required for the 

breakers installation, especially as the majority are 

incomers or tie breakers. 

The concept minimises the installation procedure by 

operating from the original switchgear bushing outward, 

not requiring rear access or any cable works. All parts are 

assembled on site in a sequence starting from the new 

power circuit and its insulation; then the new frame is 
positioned inside the original circuit breaker cell. 

The concept supports tools for jigging on site the new 

power circuit and breaker installation and final routine 

testing to ensure overall solution quality and 

performances. 

Figure 4 shows, from left to right, the obsolete vertical 

racking  GEC circuit breaker (A), panel stripped clean (B), 

new copper adaptation system installed (C), new metal 

basement and jigging phase (D), final new frame hosting 

withdrawable circuit breaker (E). 

OPERATIONALHAZARD MITIGATION 

The almost40 year old GEC switchgear are not internal arc 

(IA) classified or in any case missing internal arc resistant 

construction and gas ducts. It requires open door operation 

for circuit breaker racking in/out procedures (fig. 5), 

exposing the operation personnel to potential risks, when 

performing breaker compartment physical inspection, 

breaker swapping or scheduled maintenance, often at one-

two years’ time intervals. 

 
Only a few modernization alternatives can provide an IA 

upgrade, the main limitation being it requires extensive 

switchgear modifications and the availability of an original 

panel to type test and qualify the solution. 

 

Safety aspects linked to obsolete switching technologies 

need consideration and can be a driving element when 

deciding for a modernization.  

 

The existing bulk oil CBs uses mineral oil as insulation and 

interruption means; in the event of failure, this can greatly 

increase the consequences and poses a significant fire and 
explosion hazard.  

 

The equipment modernization with vacuum technology 

new apparatus, closed door operation and supplementary 

vents added in the equipment rear section, even if not 

bringing the original equipment up to present standards, 

provides a significant update of safety features. 
 

Figure 5: Open-door circuit breaker racking-in operation 

 

Evaluation of the arc flash boundary, incident energy and 

appropriate PPE to wear is addressed in safety regulations 

and standards. Such protection requirement, especially in 

hot season, may be significantly uncomfortable and raise 

the effort of the operational procedures, inducing different 

risks due to hurry, lower caution and dehydration. 

Safety upgrade by motorized racking 

Increased focus on operator safety has caused switchgear 

owners to question the adequacy of prior switchgear 

designs that require the cell door to be open and/or the 
operator to be in near proximity to the equipment in order 

to manually connect or disconnect the primary circuit. A 

malfunction during this operation has the potential for 

catastrophic consequences to equipment and personnel. 

Remote racking provides a safer operating environment 

for personnel through the proven method of adding 

distance between the operator and arc flash incident energy 

at the switchgear site, bringing operation of power circuit 

breakers to a new level of safety. 
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GEC Installed base applicability 

Two solutions may apply to existing installed base to move 

from original manual operation to the new remote racking 

motorized solution.  

 
Frequently racking requirement 

The innovative retrofill solution discussed provides the 

new circuit breaker interface.by installing in the existing 

switchgear a fixed frame. A completely standard 

withdrawable switching device fits to the original panel. 

Each new breaker truck hosts a standard truck motor 

accessory, providing the driver function, and truck 

connected/disconnected contacts.  

 

Seldom racking requirement 

For a lower frequency racking operation demand an 
external portable driver actuates the racking operation 

to/from connected position, providing rotational operation 

for hand-crank breakers. 

A driver docking is required to hook the portable driver to 

the unit door for each breaker to be remotely operated. 

This solution can be set up by magnetic coupling on the 

breaker compartment to be operated on demand and one 

single motorization kit per station is needed. 

 

By using a remote console, personnel can operate the 

system at a safe distance. 

REMOTE MONITORING 

Condition-based maintenance is the best approach for a 

critical process electrification system. It allows to identify 

problems, check the substation equipment, find the 

solution for recovery, carry out necessary administrative 

tasks and repairs much faster, compared to corrective 

maintenance approach. Assets are available for smooth 

and safe production processes, unscheduled downtime and 

operational costs are considerably lower.  
 

 
Figure 6: Monitoring architecture 

 

The pilot installation at the petrochemical company has 
been equipped with a monitoring & diagnostic unit for 

each new circuit breaker and thermal monitoring (fig. 6) of 

withdrawable power disconnects to enable critical 

equipment surveillance.  

The information processed by each diagnostic unit is 

transmitted via RS485 link to a concentrator gateway and 

to remote data center via a cell phone network (2G/3G), 

through a dedicated secure private channel [4]. 

 

Only authorized site operation and maintenance teams can 
access the portal via the Internet to consult diagnostic 

information about circuit-breakers covered by the service.  

They can implement continuous remote monitoring of 

station assets and performance trends to define the correct 

maintenance procedures at the right time, drilling down to 

specific plant, substation and asset information, fig 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Cloud monitoring dashboard, in yellow 

overview highlights 

CONCLUSIONS 

The retrofill modernization solution described has been 

approved though review process with the petrochemical 

company engineering and a complete type testing 

according to latest IEC standards. 

It enables to respond to the company modernization needs 

with a flexible retrofill solution, replacing required critical 

units without shutdown requirements, with no distress on 

the company process. 

Cloud based remote monitoring solution innovates 
company approach to maintenance moving to condition 

based and providing customer value and assets 

optimization. The benefits in terms of operation safety 

upgrade and installation in a first substation in company 

network are described. 
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